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1. Is the thesis consistent with its assignment?
The thesis with the title “Control Design of the Hydraulic Actuator with Integrated Control Valves“ is
consistent with the assignment.

2. Basic evaluation of the thesis:
The thesis deals with the design of the control system of the hydraulic actuator with integrated control
valves. At first the analysis of the studied hydraulic system was done and all used components were
described. Next the simulation model was created and the dynamic behaviour of the drive was
studied. The next chapters of the diploma thesis are focused on the control system design, connection
of the actuator to the control systems, all transducers and control valves. Finally the control algorithm
for position and speed control was developed. The final output of the experimental work is
development, testing and realization of the control programme for the process of spring testing and
measurement of the stiffness characteristic of the spring.

3. Evaluation of the selection and utilization of literatures:
The student worked with the recommended literature during the preparing phase for the solution of
the diploma theses and next also used additional titles during the work on the diploma theses.

4. Evaluation of formal aspects of the thesis:
The diploma thesis has 97 pages and documents the work on the given topic. The thesis has a logical
structure. The text is structured in 8 main chapters. The description of the problem, used methods and
solution is supplemented by suitable figures and photos.

5. Describe whether the thesis has findings and how they could be used:
The contribution of the diploma thesis to the solved problem is the development of the control
programme for the control of the actuator with integrated control valves and design and realization of
the application for spring testing. The realization of the control system based on the Hydroforce
control system makes the test rig with hydraulic actuator with integrated control valves prepared for
the additional testing of the stiffness characteristic measurement and testing of other applications.

6. Comments and critical notes:
The diploma student Ahmed All Zaid worked on the thesis continuously, discussed the solution and
progress with the supervisor, did experiments with the simulation model and designed the control
system and control programme allowing the spring testing. He picked up a lot of experience with the
hydraulic systems, sensors, transducers and their connection to the control system using the CAN-bus
and other interfaces, with development of the simulation model and running the simulation
experiments in MATLAB and Simulink, with development of the control application using the
CODESYS software and finally the practical realization on the laboratory test rig. Ahmed All Zaid
presented the important outputs of the work on the thesis in the student competition.

7. Thesis evalluation
Based on the above assessment I recommend this diploma thesis to be defended.
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